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AGENDA

National Quality Assurance Review
-Specifically for ARRA Sub-Grantees (approx.  45 minutes)

IHCDA Program Updates 
-For all Sub-Grantees (approx. 5 minutes)

IHCDA Annual Funding Updates 
-Specifically for DOE and LIHEAP Sub-Grantees (approx. 10 
minutes)
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 To open this PowerPoint, go to IHCDA’s website and 
click on the link for “QA Webinar”.  

 The slides include additional details from IBTS and 
additional slides with forms and log in information. 

 Several slides list phone numbers and websites that 
would be helpful to you.

Http://www.in.gov/ihcda/2523.htm
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IHCDA Staff:
 Donna Billiard Wright
 Ray Judy
 Paul Krievins
 Shonda Banner

IBTS Staff:
 Keith Ortale
 Cindy Fuentes

DOE Staff:
 Erica Burrin
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NATIONAL QUALITY 
ASSURANCE REVIEW 

SPECIFICALLY FOR ARRA SUB-
GRANTEES
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INTRODUCTION TO PROTOCOLS AND 
PROCEDURES

DOE Weatherization Assistance Program
National Quality Assurance Review
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Introduction to the DOE’s National Quality Assurance Review Process.  IBTS in the organization who will oversee the process and we have on the line with us the Project Manager, Keith Ortale, File Collection Coordinator, Cindy Fuentes and Project Officer for DOE, Erica Burrin.  If you have questions, please hold them until the end of this section.  I will be through the presentation in less than 30 minutes and leave about 15 minutes for questions.At this time, please mute your personal phones.  I will have IBTS and DOE staff stay on the line to



Agenda

• Overview of the Project

• Reviewer Selection & Training

• Communication Protocols

• IBTS Website

• Interpretation of Observations

• Reporting 

• Health and Safety
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
The agenda items listed above will be addressed at length in subsequent slides. 



Project Overview

• Purpose and Intent
• Nature and Scope of Review

1. Completeness of client files

2. Measures called for on work order as compared to measures installed

3. Measures billed to WAP for labor and material

4. Quality of workmanship and adherence to state guidelines

• Two Step Process at Sub-grantee Level:
 File Review and client site visit

• Responsibilities of Grantee (IHCDA) and Sub-
Grantees

• Number of Reviews for Compliance 
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Presentation Notes
Project Overview:IBTS has entered into a contract to provide compliance monitoring of the Weatherization Assistance Program (WAP). This contract is funded through the American Recovery and Reinvestment Act (ARRA).  IBTS will provide physical observation reviews for single family and multi-family properties of weatherized units by sub-grantees of the Department of Energy’s Weatherization Assistance Program.  IBTS’s primary objective is to perform reviews of properties and post results of each inspection onto a secure database.  IBTS’s purpose and intent is to assist DOE Project Officers in identifying patterns or trends in file maintenance and conduct of the work and to help enhance future program operations and administration.   IBTS will achieve this by collecting a very defined set of data related to local WAP jobsThere are 4 parts to the nature and scope of review, they areCompleteness of client filesMeasures called for on work order as compared to measures installedMeasures billed to WAP for labor and materialQuality of workmanship and adherence to state guidelinesThe Grantee’s responsibility (IHCDA) is to collaboration with DOE, ORNL and IBTS, in assuring their Sub-Grantees cooperation. The Sub-Grantee is responsible for providing IBTS with their ARRA funded recipient list.The DOE has developed a formula based on the number of recorded completions of ARRA funded jobs at the grantee and sub-grantee level, that has provided an optimal number of jobs to be reviewed at the sub-grantee level. This number will be posted on the IPS for referral. Average is 5-7% of ARRA completions.



Reviewer Selection & Training

• Reviewer Qualification:
BPI Building Analyst & RESNET

• Additional Reviewer Training:
IBTS  SF/MF/MFH Training

• Training Content:
WAP Core Competencies
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Presentation Notes
Reviewer Selection & Training:The intent of the IBTS Training Material is to capture the current “best available information” and transform it into recommended best practices for the QA Review Program. IBTS believes that by incorporating WAP’s set of core competencies, accompanied with a BPI Building Analyst background and training, as well as IBTS personalized WAP training, we will increase awareness and raise expectations for the WAP Compliance Monitoring Program.



Reviewer Training – Single Family

• Introduction to Weatherization
• Training Background
• House as a System
• Building Assessment
• Incidental Repairs and Health and Safety
• Attics
• Walls and Subspace
• HVAC, Ducts and Windows/Doors
• Other Measures
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Overview of  Single Family Training:The major emphasis of IBTS Training is to ensure uniform implementation of program policies and procedures. With this in mind the Single Family training focuses on the following: 



Reviewer Training – Multifamily

• Outdoor, Indoor and Apartment Inspection

• Multifamily building as a system

• Thermodynamics and heat transfer

• Combustion

• Venting

• Hydronic boilers, controls and distribution

• Pumps and motors

• Steam system basics-piping, distributions and 
controls

• Steam boiler operation, maintenance, and safety 
controls
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Presentation Notes
Overview of  Multi- Family Training:The Multifamily training is very similar to that of the Single-family but goes into greater depth with regards to ….. Outdoor inspection – Which includes building measurements and assessment: evaluation of exterior walls, windows and doors, as well as outdoor lighting, and roof-tops. Indoor inspection – Includes all common areas, subspaces and mechanical rooms, HVAC systems, hot water systems, and ventilation systems.  And then ……….Apartment inspection –Which includes a description of the unit and the typical in-unit measures, as well as any health and safety concerns.There is also a  strong emphasis on: Multifamily building as a system.Thermodynamics and heat transfer as related to high-rise complexes.Combustion safety and in-unit appliances .Venting Hydronic boilers, controls and distributionPumps and motorsSteam systems and basics-piping, distributions and controls …… andSteam boiler operation, maintenance, and safety controls



WAP Core Competencies to be 
Monitored 

• Safe Work Practices and House as a System 
• Inspection and Measurement
• Diagnostic Testing
• Combustion Appliance Safety
• Measure Selection
• Heating, Ventilation, and Air Conditioning
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Presentation Notes
WAP Core Competencies:IBTS training is based on WAP Core Competencies for compliance monitoring as well as a compilation of the Regional Field Manuals.In doing so they incorporate the following:Safe Work Practices and House as a System Inspection and MeasurementDiagnostic TestingCombustion Appliance SafetyMeasure Selection …Heating, Ventilation, and Air ConditioningThese core competencies are the foundation of the IBTS training modules and must be successfully completed by all potential IBTS inspectors. The IBTS QA Reviewer must demonstrate the ability to:Verify that the weatherized house is safe by verifying that all appropriate combustion appliance safety tests have been completed;Evaluate the ability and appropriateness of the installed weatherization measures taking into consideration program regulations, policy, energy audit results, and/or priority lists;Assess whether the measures were installed with good workmanship, proper materials, and in such a manner to comply with local code and ensure long-term energy savings over the life of the measures;Ensure that all measures charged to the job were actually installed; Verify the effectiveness of air-sealingMaterials that are allowed to be installed based on 10 CFR 440 Appendix A Understand and articulate the  “House as a System” and possess a working knowledge of:Building science principles;(DOE) Program regulations/policy and (EPA) guidelines for asbestos, lead, mold, and other health hazards;Construction features and critical junction points of common housing types. Must also have a working knowledge of:Insulation R-values;Different insulation materials and installation techniques;Potential hazards of insulating around knob-and-tube wiring;Causes of and remedies for other existing and potential indoor air quality problems;Causes of and remedies for existing and potential moisture problems;Various air-sealing techniques and appropriate materials;Air and heat flow in buildings;Factors that affect building heat loss;Residential mechanical ventilation systems; andElectric base-load usage. Although we do no Diagnostic Testing the QA Reviewers have a working knowledge of:Blower Door Readings  and how the equate to:Principles of air movement and how they relate to building heat loss;Typical air leakage problems in common housing types; andZone pressure diagnosticsThe air barrier of a building and the importance of aligning it with the thermal; andPrimary and intermediate zones of a house.Duct testingProblems associated with different types of duct leakage.Steam and hot water distribution systems. The components of typical steam and hot water distribution systems and the characteristics of proper operation. Again the IBTS Reviewer will  not perform any testing for Combustion Appliance Safety, but must possess a working knowledge of:CO action levelsCommon code requirements related to:Vent system sizing, materials, clearances, and installation;Safety shut-off devices; Gas line sizing, Combustion air; Causes of and remedies to common vent system problems.  �And  last the QA Reviewer will have a working  understanding of (HVAC)  measures and in doing so will know :The components of typical steam and hot water distribution systems and the characteristics of proper operation.



QA Reviewers Field Equipment

• Smoke Pen
• Personal CO Monitor
• IBTS Field Manual
• Indiana’s Field Guide
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Presentation Notes
To ensure minimal safety requirements and  best work practices were adhered to the  QA Reviewers will be equipped with the following:Smoke Pens – to verify proper drafting when neededCO Monitor  - to monitor ambient CO of the dwellingIBTS Field ManualIndiana’s Field Guide



Communication Protocol

• Recipient/Client List and it’s 
advantages

• File Collection Process
• Notification Process
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Recipient List and it’s Advantages

Recipient List
 Recipient Name
 Recipient Address (City, State, Zip)
 Recipient Contact Number
 Housing stock designation ( SF/MF)
 (MF) Facility Manager Name 
 (MF) Facility Manager Contact Number

• Assures that the random selection 
process includes all ARRA funded 
projects

• Allows for a file collection to scheduled 
review ratio of 1:1 

• Achieves minimum agency disruption of 
staff and resources4/1/2021 15

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Recipient List:IHCDA has already pulled the ARRA completions since the beginning of the ARRA program in 2009. Sub-grantees do not need to provide this list.



File Collection Process

• Types of File Collection
 Voluntary electronic submission of WAP 

recipient file folder information

 Hancock System - Electronic submission of 
WAP recipient file folder information

 IBTS File Collection Team on-site deployment

• Notification Process and Protocols
• Visit Acknowledgement Letter

Barcodes: Appendix B

Agency Visit Form: Appendix C
4/1/2021 16

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The File Collection Process:There are 3 different processes of File CollectionVoluntary electronic submission of WAP recipient file folder information Hancock System - Access granted to IBTS, and Voluntary electronic submission of WAP recipient file folder information:IBTS File Collection Team on-site deploymentThe Barcoding process is in place to help us identify important information in the file review and review steps of the projectWe will discuss the notification process and protocols in the following slides



Notification Process and Protocols

• Notify Agency of scheduled 
Review Visits

• 15-Day Notification of scheduled 
on-site visit and official request 
for file collection

• File Collection Coordinator 
703-481-2000 ext. 141
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
IBTS scheduling and notification Process: IHCDA and all sub-grantees will be notified electronically when the review visits are scheduled. Notifications will posted on the IBTS Operations Website. When reviews are successfully scheduled, IBTS will contact the corresponding agencys for file collection. If at any such time, a representative from the responsible grantee or agency should request representation in the review process, they are required to notify the IBTS File Collection Coordinator of the request via telephone 10 days prior to the scheduled appointment. Contact information for requests is as follows: IBTS WAP File Collection Coordinator-703-481-2000 extension 141 Scheduling notifications and IBTS official requests for recipient file information from the agency will be 15 days prior to the scheduled review and will be posted on the IBTS Operations Website. The scheduled recipient file folder information will then be acquired.



Notification Process and Protocol

• Sub-grantees “designated” number of reviews 
• When selected number is achieved, notification is 

sent with a list of all the recipients for file collection 
• The initial notification will go to the IHCDA, Sub-

grantee, and to the IBTS File Collection Coordinator
• The notification will include:

 a request to send IBTS the files (if less than 25)
 IBTS File Collection Team deployment date (if over 25) 

• Phone notification from IBTS File Collection 
Coordinator
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Presentation Notes
Notifications:Each Sub-grantee has a set “designated” number of reviews needed for compliance.   5-7% of completionsWhen the designated number for a Sub-grantee is scheduled, a notification will go out with a list of all the recipients, along with their unique recipient IDs, for which IBTS will need files.  If that designated number is less than 25, we will request that the Sub-grantee send us the files via Fax.  If the number is more than 25, we will deploy a file collection team to retrieve the files.  Notification will go to the Grantee, Sub-grantee, and to the IBTS File Collection Coordinator.  The IBTS Project Manager in conjunction with ORNL  will be providing the verbiage for that notification.  The IBTS File Collection Coordinator will also be contacting the sub grantee by phone.



Sub-Grantee Questionnaire

• Single Page Form
• Completed by IBTS Representative 
• Purpose:  To define file organization and 

documentation
Appendix D: Sub-Grantee Questionnaire
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Presentation Notes
Sub-Grantee Questionnaire:�It is a single page form, filled out the IBTS Representative on site during file collection. It’s purpose is for IBTS to better identify the organizations file structure and documentation.Examples:What documents are pre and post CAZ testingWhat document is used for the mold assessment, is it listed in home assessment or is it a separate documentIs there a client satisfaction form etc…



Review Process and Notifications

• IBTS Responsibilities
• Notification process and protocol
• IBTS Reviewer responsibilities
• IBTS Proposed Windows of Operations
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
IBTS Review process consists of the reviewer conducting an on-site review of WAP installed measures.The following slides will discuss the following:IBTS ResponsibilitiesNotification process and protocolIBTS Reviewer Responsibilities IBTS Proposed Windows of Operations



IBTS Responsibilities

Reviews made and recorded by IBTS may include:
• Completeness of client files

• Measures called for on work order as compared to 
measures installed

• Measures billed to the WAP for labor and material

• Quality of workmanship and adherence to state 
guidelines
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Notification Process & Protocol

• Indiana will begin process week of October 24th

• IHCDA is ready to send IBTS the ARRA client list

• When reviews are successfully scheduled, IBTS will 
contact the corresponding sub-grantees for file 
collection and post successful scheduled reviews on 
the IPS Website

• IBTS on-site review scheduling will be posted on IPS
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Shonda Banner will be contacting anyone with multi-family properties to secure the name and phone of the building supervisor or landlord.



IBTS

Recipient List Collection Communications Flow

PO
G

RAN
TEE

AG
EN

CY
RECIPIEN

T

Phone call Email 

1st step 
Email notification of 

State Operations 
Selected

1st step 
Email notification of 

State Operations 
Selected

1st step 
Phone notification 
Introducing IBTS 

QA review 
procedures 

2nd step 
IBTS  sends email of 

Selected # of Reviews,  
Recipient List with 

instruction and templates 
for recipient list

3rdd step 
Agency Faxes recipient list 

OR IBTS schedules file 
collection team for creation 
of recipient list 30-28 days 

out of anticipated scheduled 
QA Reviews

Fax.
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Presentation Notes
Recipient List is the First IBTS Notification and the protocol:First Step: Sub-Grantee this webinar introducing IBTS and the QA Review ProcessSecond Step: IHCDA has already taken care of list collectionThird Step: IHCDA has already taken care of list collection



Notification Process & Protocol

IBTS on-site review scheduling will be posted on the 
IBTS Operations Website 

Notifications will be emailed from IBTS to DOE, IHCDA 
and Indiana sub-grantees to include the following 
information:

• Expected number of days of review

• Expected week or weeks of the on-site visits

• Number of anticipated reviews to be conducted during 
this period of time. 
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IPS IBTS

Scheduling Communications Flow

PO
-G

rantee 1st step 
IBTS posts

scheduled apts. 
15 days  prior to 
scheduled apt

AG
EN

CY

2nd Step
IBTS confirms either 

Voluntary Submission (25 or less) 
or 

IBTS On-Site  
File Collection Deployment 

(25 files or more)RECIPIEN
T

1st step 
IBTS calls  to 
schedule an 

appointment 
no sooner than 

15 days

2nd Step
IBTS 

Cancels 
3-days prior to scheduled 

appointment due to failure to 
collect file documentation

2nd Step 
Agency notifies IBTS 10 days prior 

to scheduled apt. to attend.
703-481-2000 ext.141

1st step 
IBTS post 

scheduled apts. 
15 days  prior to 
scheduled apt

3rd Step
IBTS  Cancels 

3-days prior to 
scheduled 

appointment due 
to failure to 
collect file 

documentation

IPS Phone call 

3rd Step
IBTS  Cancels 

3-days prior to 
scheduled 

appointment due 
to failure to 
collect file 

documentation

3rd Step
IBTS QA 

Reviewer calls to 
confirm 

scheduled 
appointment 1 
day in advance 

of scheduled 
review
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Presentation Notes
Scheduling, second notification from IBTS and the protocol is as follows:First Step -  IBTS will schedule the appointment for QA Review no sooner than 15 days out from review.The confirmed appointment is then posted on IPS 15 days prior to the scheduled QA Review for all applicable users to access (DOE/IHCDA/Subgrantee)Second Step – A DOE/IHCDA/Subgrantee representative may choose to contact IBTS  = 10 days in advance via phone call to schedule participation in the QA Review process.  IBTS will confirm with the subgrantee either:1.) voluntary submission of recipient folder documentation for the scheduled appointments which is (25 files or less) or 2.) IBTS confirms a date with agency staff for on-site File Collection Team deployment  for recipient folder documentation of the scheduled appointments (25 files or more).If for any reason IBTS does not receive the recipient folder documentation  ….IBTS contacts the recipient  3-days in advance to cancel the scheduled appointment for QA Review. Third Step -  IBTS to DOE/IHCDA/Subgrantee -  The canceled appointment is removed from IPS (3) days from appointed date for all applicable users to access due to failure to collect file documentation. If the recipient folder documentation is received by IBTS in a timely manner. The appointment is confirmed with the recipient/client by the QA Reviewer via a phone call 1 business day prior to the review. The IBTS QA Reviewer is also instructed to call the recipient 1 hour before arriving at the residence.



FaxPhone call Email 

IBTS

File Collection Communications Flow

AG
EN

CY 1st Step 
IBTS calls to confirm 

voluntary submission of 
recipient file folder 

documentation 
(25 files or less) 

upon receipt of recipient list

2nd Step 
IBTS outlines 

voluntary 
submission 

process  
via email 
(Sample)AG

EN
CY 2nd Step

IBTS emails  
1 business day 

prior to 
reconfirm 

schedule file 
collection

PO
-G

rantee

1st Step 
IBTS calls to confirm 
File Collection Team 
on-site deployment

(26 files or more) 
upon receipt of recipient list 
30 to 28 days in advance of 

anticipated scheduled 
QA Reviews 

4th Step
IBTS On-Site

File Collection Team 
secures, scans and 

transmits recipient file 
folder documentation 

to IBTS secured 
Database 

Uploads
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3rd. Step
IBTS On-Site

File Collection Team 
secures, scans and 

transmits recipient file 
folder documentation to 
IBTS secured Database 

3rd. Step
Agency sends  

recipient file folder 
documentation 

(25 or less) 
via fax within

16 days

OR
3rd. Step

IBTS schedules 
on-site file collection 

15 days prior to 
scheduled Review 
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Presentation Notes
File Collection… Notifications for file collection are limited to  IBTS and the Subgrantee, and the protocol is based on the type of collection anticipated. First Step – For those agencies with less than 25 QA Reviews, IBTS calls to confirm voluntary submission of recipient folder documentation. ORFor those agencies with 26 or more QA Reviews, IBTS calls to confirm scheduling for on-site file collection.  Second Step – IBTS will email the subgrantee to outline the process and protocol for voluntary submission of folder documentation. (25 files or less)ORIBTS will email the agency 1 business day prior  to reconfirm the scheduled appointment for on-site file collection. (26 files or more)Third Step – Sub-grantee staff faxes recipient folder documentation (25 files or less) to IBTS within 16 days of the scheduled reviews. If files are not received within the appointed time period, IBTS will schedule on-site file collection to collect the recipient folder documentation.   ….. Then on pre-scheduled date the IBTS File Collection Team acquires. secures, scans and transmits recipient folder documentation to IBTS secured Database. IBTS and agency staff member sign the IBTS acknowledgment Letter. OROn appointed date the IBTS File Collection Team acquires. secures, scans and transmits recipient folder documentation to IBTS secured Database. (26 files or more) IBTS and agency staff member sign the IBTS acknowledgment Letter.  



Client Notification Process & Protocol

• Notification of WAP recipient/client scheduling will occur via 
a phone call by IBTS Reviewers. 

• This notification will include the date and time of the 
scheduled appointment, as well as a brief explanation of 
the QA Review Program and any pertinent contact 
information at the request of the WAP recipient. 

• The notification will take place 15 business days prior to the 
QA review and will include a 1-800 number for questions 
and concerns.

• Within 10 days of actual visit, any representative from the 
Weatherization Assistance Program may confirm with IBTS 
any intentions to participate in the on-site review with the 
QA Reviewer.
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IBTS Reviewer Responsibilities

• Call to remind recipient/client of scheduled 
appointment 24 hours in advance

• Gain legal entry with a responsible adult

• Determine quality of installation and complete service 
was provided to ensure uniform implementation of 
program policies and procedures

• Adhere to Health & Safety Protocol

• Sign and date each form

• Take photos for verification purposes

• At no time will a reviewer make an attempt to repair 
or fix inoperable or defective items
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Toll Free: 1-855-238-4287

IBTS Hotline will be made available for 
recipients/clients to call to get the following 
information:
• Confirm or Cancel appointments
• Providing qualifications and background of IBTS
• Get information on program
• Define responsible adult
• Hours of operation
• Take compliments or 
complaints
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IBTS Windows of Operation

IBTS hours of operation
Monday – Friday

– 8:00 AM to Noon

– Noon to 4:00 PM

– 4:00 PM to 8:00 PM

• Saturday:
– 8:00 AM to Noon

– Noon to 4:00 PM

– 4:00 PM to 8:00 PM
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Presentation Notes
The following are IBTS hours of operation: Monday – Friday8:00 AM to NoonNoon to 4:00 PM4:00 PM to 8:00 PMSaturday:8:00 AM to NoonNoon to 4:00 PM4:00 PM to 8:00 PMExperience has shown that offering extended hours increases participation by making it more convenient for homeowners.



IPS

• Inspection Processing System (IPS) 
features

• Review Schedules Report
• Accessing the Reports Site
• Notifications

Appendix E: IPS Navigation Instructions
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IPS Home Page
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IPS Features

• All automated notifications documented
• Real-Time upcoming scheduled QA Reviews
• All past QA Reviews
• On-Site file collection schedules
• IBTS Contacts for DOE, IHCDA & Sub-Grantees

– 703-481-2000 ex 153 – Keith Ortale

• Frequently Asked Questions (FAQ)
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Review Schedule Report

• Role Based specific viewing permissions
• IBTS assigns Usernames and Passwords
• System Roles

– ORNL
– DOE POs
– Grantee/IHCDA
– Agency/SubGrantee
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Review Schedule ReportIPS access is roles-based, with each role having specific viewing permissions.  There are four roles assigned to external IPS users within the Reports site: 1.) DOE PO2.) Grantee3.) Sub-grantee4.) ORNLProject Officers will be able to see up-coming scheduled reviews and past reviews for all Grantees, and their subsequent sub-grantees.  Grantees will only have access to reviews or their sub-grantees.  Sub-grantees will only have access to their own activities.



Accessing the Reports - All

Open your browser. (It can be 
Microsoft Internet Explorer 8/9)

Type https://wap.ibts.org/qa on 
the address bar of the browser.

It opens the login page of the 
system, as shown left. 

Type the user name and 
password on the text boxes 
(please use IBTS\username).
Click on the Ok button to log in 
to the system.

The browser displays the home 
page of the Grantee.
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Here you can see 2 screen shots of accessing the website. Open your browser. (It can be Microsoft Internet Explorer 8/9)Type https://wap.ibts.org/qa on the address bar of the browser.It opens the login page of the system, as shown left. Type the user name and password on the text boxes (please use IBTS\username).Click on the Ok button to log in to the system.The browser displays the home page of the Grantee’s.

https://wap.ibts.org/qa


Accessing the Reports “Cont.”

Click on Reports link on the left navigation menu, a 
Reports page will be displayed as shown here.
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This is for DOE and Grantees as sub-grantees will only see their clientsClick on Reports link on the left navigation menu, a Reports page will be displayed as shown on this screen.Click on the downward arrow on the dropdown box, a list of sub grantee names will be displayed.From the dropdown box click on the Sub Grantee Name that you want to see the reports. The list of all Completed and Upcoming reviews of the sub grantee will be displayed.From the displayed inspection reports, you can view the recipients Name, Full Address, Property Type and Schedule Date of the properties Inspectors Name and Phone Number.When you want to view the report of another sub grantee, go to the dropdown box and follow the same steps as described above. 



Interpretations of Reviews

• Commendations
• Recommendations
• Concerns
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Presentation Notes
Interpretations of ReviewsThe major emphasis of IBTS quality assurance review is to ensure uniform implementation of program policies and procedures. IBTS QA Reviewers will document observations to determine whether the physical appearance of the work was done in a manner that does not harm the safety of the homeowners through its installation and/or continued operation and meets workmanlike standards.  It is important for the IBTS Reviewer to note and report data to include the following levelsCommendations – Compliments for good work found at the site. Examples may include: Superior workmanship or Innovative solutions  such as (mold remediation or infiltration remedies), and Proper SIR Justification Recommendations – these are suggestions made to assist with the compliance of program requirements, improve merits to the program, suggest best practices, or identify technical assistance available. They may include:Basic Air Sealing TrainingBasic Health and Safety TrainingLead Safe Weatherization PracticesProgram Guidelines and File DocumentationMissed Opportunities ……. And then there are concerns. Concerns –   Are items ranging from a minor concern to correct in the future to an issue regarding non-compliance of federal regulations. These are issues that could jeopardize the program. The more extreme cases may require appropriate action from the Department of Energy or the corresponding grantee. 



Quality Assurance Review Form
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Presentation Notes
This is a shot of the observation form used to document reviews. The QA Form lists suggested occurrences found in the field for the reviewer to referenceSome individual review boxes when selected will activate a required comments box. Other’s are pre-programmed for both comments, and photo verification.



Health & Safety

• Potential Health and Safety hazards 
• Imminent Danger Protocol

Appendix F: IBTS H&S Notification Form
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Presentation Notes
Health and Safety of the recipients is the utmost priority and importance.The health and safety of the building occupants as well as the reviewer must not be compromised by any weatherization technique or practice. During the QA review process, reviewers will take all reasonable precautions by visually documenting the presence of mold, lead, asbestos or any fire hazard or toxic or potentially toxic conditions. The reviewer will document concerns in writing and with photographs.  



Health & Safety Potential Hazards

Health & Safety Plans Address Potential Hazards
Asbestos Biological

Building Structure  Code Compliance Issues

Combustion Appliances & Gases Electrical Issues

Existing Occupant Health Problems Fire Hazards 

Indoor Air Quality Lead Paint

Mold & Moisture Pests 

Refrigeration Issues Stand Alone Space Heaters

Unvented combustion space heaters Volatile Organic Compounds (VOCs)
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Presentation Notes
The following Health and Safety Categories were derived from DOE’s official H&S protocolDuring the QA review, health and safety hazards may become apparent. 



Health & Safety Communication 
Protocol

• Whenever health and safety hazards are identified beyond 
certain actionable thresholds, the Reviewer will report the 
information by using the IBTS Health and Safety 
Notification form.  

• The client will be notified and given a copy of this form.  
An email notification will be sent to IHCDA and the sub-
grantee within one business day. 

• The Reviewer will document, in detail, the full extent of 
potential health and safety issue and support the claim 
with required photographic documentation.

Appendix F: IBTS Health & Safety Notification Form
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Presentation Notes
“IBTS Notification of Health and Safety Observation Form”.  Which is listed as Appendix F in the List of Appendixes at the end of the presentation. 



Carbon Monoxide Protocol

• Draft and CO detection devices
• Verify the presence of working CO 

monitors
• Ambient CO>35ppm
• Basic draft test on combustion appliances 
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Carbon Monoxide ProtocolTo ensure minimal safety requirements, the QA Reviewers will be equipped with the both smoke pens to verify proper drafting when needed and CO Monitors to monitor ambient CO of the dwelling.They will also verify that a working CO monitor is located in each dwelling that contains any combustion appliances.  If no CO monitor exists that contains combustion appliance, it will be documented on the IBTS Health and Safety Notification form.  If at any time during the QA review, ambient CO concentrations of greater than 35 ppm are observed, the reviewer will attempt to identify the source of the CO emission.  If the CO is determined to be from a non-vented source, such as a cook stove or space heater, the reviewer will advise the homeowner to discontinue use and document it on the IBTS Health and Safety Notification form. If the CO source is vented, the reviewer will perform a simple spillage test of the combustion appliances by using the smoke stick to verify draft.  If the smoke stick test indicates that draft is not occurring:The Reviewer will supply fresh air to the home and an IBTS Health and Safety Notification form is issued to the client with a recommendation for a service call. An email will be sent to the agency regarding the recommendation for a service call by IBTS staff on the next business day.



IBTS Health and Safety Notification Form

H/S Notification Form
Phone call 

Email IBTS
G

RAN
TEE

1st step 
Email 

notification per 
incident with in 
24 hrs. of form 

submittal 

2nd Step 
Agency may choose  to 

contact IBTS  PM 
1 business day after receiving  Health and 

Safety Notification to acquire specific details
703-481-2000 ext. 153

AG
EN

CY

1st step 
Email 

notification per 
incident with in 
24 hrs. of form 

submittal 

RECIPIEN
T

2nd Step 
Agency may choose  to 

contact IBTS  PM 
1 business day after receiving  Health and 

Safety Notification to acquire specific details
703-481-2000 ext. 153

1st step 
Recipient is left
a  hard copy of

IBTS 
Health and Safety Notification 

Form.
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IBTS Health and Safety Notifications are as follows:First Step – Is an e-mail from IBTS to IHCDA and Sub-grantee within 24 hrs. upon submittal of the QA form.  Upon notification, agency representative may choose to contact IBTS Project manager (703-481-2000 ext. 153) for further details. Second Step – Is a phone call from representative of IHCDA or Sub-grantee who may request further details regarding the H/S occurrence.  This request is directed to the IBTS Project manager (703-481-2000 ext. 153) for further details.



Imminent Danger Protocol

• Risk of electrocution
• Severe Gas Leak
• Ambient CO>100ppm

• The Reviewer will immediately notify the IBTS 
Project Manager (PM) of the imminent danger issue 
observed.
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Imminent Danger Protocol In cases where imminent danger issues exist (examples include: risk of electrocution, severe gas leak, and ambient carbon monoxide (CO) of 100 ppm or more). 



IBTS Health and Safety Imminent Danger Notification Protocol

PO
/Grantee

AG
EN

CY
RECIPIEN

T

Phone call 

IBTS

1st step 
IBTS QA Reviewer Notifies 

IBTS PM of eminent danger occurrence. 
QA Reviewer, PM work with recipient to 

identify, and notify responsible 
utility and proper authorities

REVIEW
ER

Email 

1st step. 
QA Reviewer, PM work with recipient 

to identify, and notify responsible 
utility and proper authorities

H/S Notification Form

2nd Step
Email notification per 
incident with in 2 hrs. 

of resolution to the 
eminent danger issue

2nd Step
Email notification per 
incident with in 2 hrs. 

of resolution to the 
eminent danger issue

2nd Step
Recipient is left
a  hard copy of

IBTS 
Health and Safety Notification 

Form.
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Imminent Danger Notifications are as follows:First Step - The Reviewer will immediately notify the IBTS Project Manager of the Health and Safety issue.The IBTS PM will coordinate with the Reviewer on-site and the client to identify and notify the responsible entity (utility company, fire department, etc.).  IBTS PM and Reviewer will work with the residents to coordinate a resolution to the issue.  Second Step - PM will notify ORNL and the corresponding PO, Grantee and Subgrantee agency, via email within two hours of the eminent danger incident whenever possible.Again, The IBTS Health and Safety Notification Form is signed by both the QA Reviewer and residence’s responsible adult and a copy of the form is left with the residents.  



Conclusion

• Thank you to Indiana sub-grantees 
who participated in the file collection 
process in July and upcoming 
reviewer trainings next week.

• Lessons learned were incorporated 
into the roll out of this process 
nationwide.
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END PRESENTATION

• This concludes National Quality Assurance 
Review presentation on protocols and 
procedures

• Appendices are at the end of this 
PowerPoint and will be available  on 
IHCDA’s website and emailed to webinar 
participants.

QUESTIONS 
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Questions – this was a quick overview.  We have about 15 more minutes of Program updates to review.  Since we have the IBTS and DOE staff available, please direct questions to them.



IHCDA PROGRAM
UPDATES

FOR ALL SUB-GRANTEES
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Centralized Purchasing

 Continue for ARRA until December 31, 
2011.

 Outstanding issues need to be addressed 
from now until 12/31/11.

 Centralized Purchasing will no longer be 
available starting January 1, 2012.

 Contact your contractors and change 
your contractor agreements or price lists 
if necessary.
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Waiver Audits/Priority List Update

 Site Built and Mobile Home Waiver Audits [Priority 
List/Work Order]have been approved by DOE

 Newly approved Waiver Audits in effect until  
September 19, 2016

 Approved Site Built Waiver Audit DOES NOT include 
replacement of draft hood furnaces

 NEAT must be ran showing a SIR of 1 or greater in 
order to use base funds to replace furnace for energy 
efficiency purposes

 Field Guide is being updated to reflect the approved 
Priority List
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Field Guide/ASHRAE 62.2

 Field Guide will be updated to reflect 
ASHRAE 62.2 requirements

 INCAA is developing a spreadsheet that 
will assist calculating venting requirements 
and MVR based upon ASHRAE 62.2

 Updated work order in Field Guide will 
represent changes required by ASHRAE 
62.2
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IHCDA ANNUAL 
FUNDING UPDATES 

SPECIFICALLY FOR DOE AND LIHEAP 

SUB-GRANTEES
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OSHA Training
 OSHA Training certification is required for all 

weatherization workers and crew supervisors 
starting April 1, 2012. 

 Environmental Management Institute (EMI) will provide the 
trainings.  

 IHCDA will pay for 4 OSHA 10-hour trainings and 1 OSHA 
30-hour trainings per DOE sub-grantee during the next six 
months.  

 Additional workers can be trained using sub-grantee DOE 
T&TA Pass Thru funds.  
 OSHA 10-hour Fee = $250
 OSHA 30-hour Fee= $550

 Only sign up those individuals that you anticipate working in 
homes in April 1, 2012 and beyond.

 Classes have space for 25 students in each class.  
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OSHA Training
OSHA 10 hour course
 November 21-22
 January 16-17
 January 30-31 (for local sub-grantees)
 February 23-24
 March 20-21
OSHA 30 hour course
 October 24-26 (New Date)
 January 9-12
 February 27-March1 (public class)
 March 5-8

Contact EMI to register at 800-488-8842 or 317-248-4848
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LIHEAP Funding

 2012 Agreements emailed Friday, Sept. 30 
to Executive Director

 Limited amount, anticipate additional 
funding available.   Added as an 
Amendment.

 New Reporting Requirements – see 
section 31 of grant agreement.

 Close Out forms for 2011 grant on our 
website http://www.in.gov/ihcda/2523.htm
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DOE Funding
 DOE grants are for 4/1/10-3/31/12
 Funding the 2010 and 2011 allocation 
 IHCDA has additional DOE funds to be 

allocated per the funding formula.
 Average additional grant amounts are $20,000-

$40,000 additional funds
 Larger sub-grantees average $80,000-$100,000
 Additional Admin. but not additional H&S
 Amendments emailed later today or Tuesday to 

ED and PM
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QUESTIONS
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List of Appendixes

1.) Appendix A - IBTS Recipient List
2.) Appendix B - IBTS File Collection Barcodes
3.) Appendix C – Agency Acknowledgment Letter
4.) Appendix D – Agency Questionnaire Form
5.) Appendix E – IPS Navigation Instructions 
6.) Appendix F - IBTS Health & Safety Notification Form
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List of Appendixes:1.) Appendix A - IBTS Recipient List2.) Appendix B - IBTS File Collection Barcodes3.) Appendix C – Agency Acknowledgment Letter4.) Appendix D – Agency Questionnaire Form5.) Appendix E – IPS Navigation Instructions6.) Appendix F - IBTS Health & Safety Notification Form



Appendix A – Recipient Collection Form
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Appendix B - Barcodes
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Appendix C – Agency Visit Form
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This acknowledgement letter is signed by the IBTS file collection leader and by the weatherization director of the sub-grantee.It basically confirms that IBTS employees came with no documentation and left with no documentation. That any/all copies that may have been created for scanning capability were destroyed by IBTS and witnessed by sub-grantee representative. It also confirms that all folder file documentation scanned by IBTS was returned in it’s original state and order. And that the space provided to IBTS employees was left in the manor in which it was received.



Appendix D – Agency 
Questionnaire
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Appendix E – IBTS H&S Notification Form
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IBTS H&S Notification FormDuring the QA review, health and safety hazards may become apparent. Whenever health and safety hazards are identified beyond certain actionable thresholds, the QA Reviewer will report the information by using the IBTS Health and Safety Notification form.  This form will be signed by the QA Reviewer and the responsible adult of the household. The household will receive a copy, and an email notification will be sent to the Grantee and agency.  The notification will include the following: address, date, time, QA Reviewer, recorded health and safety concern, and QA Reviewer comments on observed conditions.  



Appendix F – IBS Navigation Instructions
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Open Google Web Browser  Please use the following link to sign in:  https://wap.ibts.org/qa (press the control button and click the link)



Appendix F – IBS Navigation Instructions
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The following page will display. Please enter the provided User name and Password. Then click okay.   Please do not cut and paste your login information.



Appendix F – IBS Navigation Instructions
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The following page will display. To view reports select the reports tab located on the left navigation bar.



Appendix F – IBS Navigation Instructions
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The following screen will appear- Select your grantee  locality  by  selecting the down arrow  as listed below.



Appendix F – IBS Navigation Instructions
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Once you have selected your state- the following screen will appear: Select the down arrow to the right of the Agency and select your locality



Appendix F – IBS Navigation Instructions
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The following screen appears; you are now able to view upcoming scheduled inspections  and completed inspections  in the selected/specified area



Appendix F – IBS Navigation Instructions
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To View Inspection  reports  click on the blue highlighted link located to the right.



Appendix F – IBS Navigation Instructions
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The following page displays. Click the back arrow  to return to IPS.



Appendix F – IBS Navigation Instructions
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To learn about the frequently asked questions select the FAQ tab on the left navigation  bar. The following page will appear.



Appendix F – IBS Navigation Instructions
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Some of our questions include  attachments. To view these attachments, select the question  highlighted in blue.



Appendix F – IBS Navigation Instructions
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The following page appears; select the file description name highlighted in light blue to open the attachments.



Appendix F – IBS Navigation Instructions
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The following screen displays- Select OK to view the attached file.



Appendix F – IBS Navigation Instructions
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The following screen will appear. Enter your username and password then press enter for the file to appear



Appendix F – IBS Navigation Instructions
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Below is an example of an open attachment. To return to IPS click out of the file by selecting the X on the upper right hand corner of the file.



Appendix F – IBS Navigation Instructions
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Select the close option  on the following screen and precede to the next section H/S



Appendix F – IBS Navigation Instructions
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To view Health and Safety Protocols select the following tab on the left navigation  bar. 



Appendix F – IBS Navigation Instructions
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When Finished Working: After you finish working on the system, you need to log out from the system. To do that: Go to the right upper corner of the browser, click on the dropdown button with your log in user name, a dropdown menu will be displayed.Click on sign out on the dropdown menu, your session will be ended and the window returns to the log in page.
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